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APPLICATIONS OF P-MEDIAN TECHNIQUES TO FACILITIES
DESIGN PROBLEMS: AN IMPROVED HEURISTIC
J. Ashayeri, R. Heuts and B. Tammel
Department of Economevics, 'f ilburg University, The Netherlands

Faciltics design is closely rclated to e~cient use of available resources. This paper presents a heuristic
approach to solve two core problems of a good facilities design: facility location and facility layout. The
lattcr group of problems will be solved for warehouse and production systems in particular All these
problems can be formula[ed as so-called p-median clustering problems Teitz ~ I3art developed the vertex
substitution methcxi to solve those prohlems 'Chis paper invoduces effective improvements on this
heuristic The approach is tested on a largc number oC randomly generated cases and on problems taken
liom the litcrature The results dcmonsvate the effectivcness and superionty of our method
Key words: Cacilitíes design, clustering, hcuristic approach

INTRODUCTION
Facilities design

In recent years it has become increasingly important to utilize the available resources as
efficiently as possible. A term which is closely related with this aspect of competitive behaviour
is facilities design. It is the design of the physical environment of an activity. In other words,
facilities design attempts to organise the tangible fixed assets (e.g. buildings, machines, trucks)
of an activity (e.g. warehousing, production) in such a way that the utilisation of resources is
improved in order to attain the objectives of an activity.
To achieve a good facilities design, two aspects in particular are of great importance (see also
Figure l). First, the facility location needs to be carefully chosen. The determination of an
appropriate facility location is in many cases essential for conducting a satisfactory process.
Choosing where to build the facility depends on the distance between several demand locations
and the potential facility locations, among other criteria. The costs involved with traversing
these distances is an important factor.
Figure 1 shows that along with the facility location also the design of a good layout of the
facility is important. This aspect of facilities design is relevant in several processes. In this paper
we look at the design of the layout in warehouse and production systems in particular. The
increasing interest for these layout aspects is a consequence of the following developments. In
recent years many companies are redesigning their distribution systems from so-called indirect
distribution to more centralised direct distributioa However, this forces companies to improve
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the efficiency of location assignment planning in the warehouse. Otherwise, the order picking
process may be too slow, because of wrong item locations. Another development is the strive
for shorter throughput times by means of cell production. In practice a useful tool to solve the
facilities design problem, is cluster analysis. The increasing possibilities and the availability of
powerful computers has contributed enormously to this development The goal of cluster
analysis is to cluster elements which show a large amount of similarity for certain criteria. The
different criteria that are used to attain a proper grouping, depend on the area where the cluster
analysis is applied to

Figure 1: Classifrcation of major decisions
Facility location problems and clusterrng problems with repect to warehouse and production
systems will bc taken into consideration In fact they all can be formulated as so-called p-median
clustering problems. Before describing the p-median clustering problem and the solution
techniques developed for this purpose, a few fundamental concepts are explained first.
Tke dis[ance matrix
Many methods for solving clustering problems start with a distance matrix D This matrix
provides an indication of the equality between every two elements with respect to a certain
criterion. In the case of facility location problems the objective is to select p locations where a
facility might eventually be located, and to allocate several demand locations to these facility
locations in such way that the total distance involved will be minimised. In this type of problems
the distance matrix can more or less directly be obtained from practice; for example; an element
d~ can represent the distance between demand location i and location j, where the facility might
be set up.

If a clustering problem appears in a warehouse or a production environment, the distance matrix
will be based on a binary matrix, which has elements either 0 or 1. The objective with respect
to warehouse s, s~ is to cluster those products that show a large amount of similarity in the
order pattern 'I'he order data can be found in a product-order matrix P. This matrix shows
whether a product is demanded in a certain order or not This product-order matix is formed as
-Z-

follows. We consider m products and n orders and we form an m x n matrix.
p;~ -

l, product i is demanded in order j(i-1,...,m and j-1,...,n);
0, otherwise.

Remark: The purpose with regard to production systems is to group machines
into cells that
show a large amount of similarity in their production processes. A similar matrix
with only 0 and
I elements is now called a machine-product matrix The elements have now the
following
interpretation.
p;j -

1, product j needs to be processed on machine i(i-1,...,m andj-l,..,,n);
0, otherwise-

To transform the binary product-order matrix into a distance matrix, we use a distance
funetion
Consider two products i and j with vectors P; an R respectively, in which the order
data can be
found (rows i and j of the product-order matrix) The distance between both products will
be
small (large), when there is large (smalÍ) similarity ir, iheir order patterns.
Spath' defines a distance function as follows: A function d: II8m' II8" ,1R is a distance
function if
for given P;, P~ and P~ F 1R" the following propositions hold:

1 d;j-d(P;,R)-O--P;-R;
2 d;j - d(P;, P~) ~ 0 b' P; and R E IIY";
3 d;~ - d(R„ P~) - d(P~, P;);

4. d;~ - d(P;, P~) s d(P;, P,) t d(R, P~) b' P;, Pj and P~ E II8".
There are different distance functions that satisfy these propositions. [f p;r is the k~ element of
vector P; , then P; :- (p ;~,...,p ~,). The Minkowski function between products I and j is then
defined as
dx(Pn P,) -~~k~l ~ Pik - Pjk ~x j~~x
By taking different values for x we create different distance functions:
' L,-metric: x- 1

di(P;, P~) -~k"i I Pik - P;k ~
jvz
~` L,-metric x- 2 d,(P„ P,) -[~k~i ~
Pa - Pjk ~Z
` Chebychev-metric: x increases without bound ; sometimes it is called the
L,~ metric d.(P„ P~) - max ~ Pa - P;k ~.
k
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In every situation where two order patterns do not completely match each other, the Chebychev-metric results in the value one. Therefore, much information is lost. Each order gives a
contribution to the distance between two products that equals zero or one (and consequently
also its squared value). Therefore, ifthe LZ-metric is used, each difference in the order pattern
will have a diminishing effect on the distance as a consequence of the square root. This does not
seem a logical distance function for the situation that is considered here So we choose the L~metric, which increases the distance between two products by one if a difference in the order
pattem appears This means. d;~ s n. The distance between product i and j(d;~) and use of the L,metric can also be described as follows;
d~i -~G~i r( Pa ~ P~t) , with I~(P~ , Pt~ - 0 if P~t - Pik
-1ifp;r~p~k
It can be shown that an m~ n product-order matrix leads to an m' m distance matrix. The
number of orders is irrelevant for the size of the distance matrix.
Remark: The transformation of the machíne-produci matrix in production systems is based on a
difierent distance function. The reason will be explained later on.

The clustering problem can now be formulated as a 0-1 integer programming model.
The p-median model

The number of clusters (p) in a p-median cluster problem is determined on a priori information
(for example, the number of aisles or tote-boxes in a warehouse). On the basis of the distance
matrix P, different elements (medians) will be selected to which the rest of the elements will be
allocated, so that p clusters are created. Afterwards the value of p may be changed, and the
procedure may be repeated.
A cluster median is defined as the element j that is representative for all elements in the cluster.
Because we want to create p clusters there are also p medians, with 1 s p sm. We now define
the following variables:
I, element i is allocated to median j;
0, otherwise.

y; -

1, element j is a median;
0, otherwise.

I]-

set of elements that have to be clustered.
set of elements that can act as median.
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The p-median clustering problem can now be formulated as follows.

min ~~E~ ~;.-i d~;~5;
s t.
~,;Eix;;-1, diEl
~;F,Y;-P
~~sy~,

ViEIandjEJ

x;~,y~E{Q1},

b'iElandjEJ.

For facility location problems and clustering problems with respect to warehouse and production
layout we need to note that the matrix D in the latter case is based on a binary matrix, whereas
in the former case it is based on a non-binary one Furthermore, D in a warehouse or production
layout problem is square, symmetric, and the elements vary in the range of {0,-. ,n}. This
concept will be discussed in the following section. More literature about the p-median cluster
model can be found in RosenweinZ and Captivo'.

P-MEDIAN SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
There are several methods for selving the p-median clustering problem. One such method is
Lagrange-relaxation with respect to one of the restrictions of the p-median problem. A
technique that uses this relaxation is described in Boffey 8c Karkazis"- Another method is the socalled dual ascent-method of Galváos. A third method is the branch 8c bound method, which is
used frequently in practice. It can be an effective solution technique for the determination of the
"optimal" solution of (mixed or pure) integer problems. For an extensive description of branch
8c bound methods see Williamsb.

These exact solution methods cause serious problems in execution time when the size of the
clustering problem is large. Therefore, heuristics are developed that try to approximate the
optimal solution as good as possible, in a less complicated way. One of these heuristics is the
vertex substitution method developed by Teitz 8c Bart'. As we shall report on the improvements
of this heuristic method, the original algorithm will first be described by estimating the
generalised vertex median of a graph (with corrections of errors in the original paper of Teitz 8c
Bart).
The Origina! Vertex Substitution (Ol:S) method

Let us consider a network of m nodes. For each pair of nodes i and j on the network, the
minimum distance d,~ is found. The network can be conveniently represented by a graph G. We
number all points from 1 to m. The vertex median of the graph G is defined in the following
-5-

way Let the distance matrix D of G be the m' m symmetric matrix of d;~ between all pairs of i
and j The vertex median k will be that vertex for which the sum of the elements in the
corresponding column of D is minimised. Let V be some subset containing exactly p vertices of
G We define DP(V) as the m' p matrix formed by the columns ofthe distance matrix (D) of
which the column number match the vertex numbers in V Finally, we define I-{ 1, -,m}. The
task is now to find a set (V) that is in some sense "closest" to all vertices in the system.
The atgorithm:
l.

Select the initial subset V, that contains vertices 1,2,. .,p.

2.

Initialise t- I

Create a set of destination vertices ,4~ such that
A~-{i~d;~sd;rb'kEV,},forb'iEIandjEV,

(2)

The associated total distance is given by d, -~„-~., ~;~At d;~
3,

Select some vertex b, not in V,.

4.

For each vertex j in V„ substitute b
` If d;~ is not the i~ row minimum of submatrix D~(V,), then no change will result in
the i~ row contribution to the total distance.

' If d;~ is the i~ row minimum of DP(V,), then its replacement by d;b can have several
outcomes depending upon whether
d;b s d;~

( a)

or
d~, ~ dcb ~ d~,
or

( b )

d~~ `- d~ `- dcn

( c )

where d;, is the distance from i to s(i,s E V~, for which
d;~ s d;, s d;; , for s' E V, and s' ~ j, s.
In other words, d~, is the second smallest i`s row element in DP(V,).
The contribution to d, is now:
In case (a): ;ob~ - d;b - d~ s 0;
In case (b): ;ob~ - d;b - d;~ z 0;
In case (c): ;ob~ - d;, - d;~ ? 0.
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Replacing b for j leads to a reduction in total distance only if ob~- ~,;", ;nb~ ~ 0
Find the vertex k in V, such that
obk ~ 0 and

6

obk - min obi,

(j-1,2,

,p)

(3)

' If a vertex k satisfies conditions (3), replace b for k in the subset, increase t by one,
and label the new subset V,. Calculate ~ and the corresponding d,
' If no vertex meets conditions (3), proceed with the old subset V,.

Select another vertex contained in the complement of subset V, through V, and not
previously tried, and repeat steps 4 through 6,
When all vertices in the complement of V, have been tried, define the resulting
subset V, as V, Repeat steps 2 through 7. This step completes one iteration or cycle.
Initialise a new cycle by defining d, - d, and t- 1.
When one cornplete cycle results in no reduction of d,, terminate the precedure.
V, is now an estimate of the vertex p-median of G.
Vertex weights require an adjustment in the definition of the distance matrix in the following
way:
R:- weighted distance matrix, R-HD-[h; d;~], with

H- mxm diagonal matrix, with the vertex weights on the diagonal.
In the algorithm the distance matrix D will be replaced by the weighted distance matrix R. The
algorithm remains unmodified For example, vertex weights can be very useful if in a warehouse
system several products are ordered by different amounts.
To reach a solution for the three facilities design clustering problems, the same algorithm can be
applied. Only the interpretation has to be adjusted slightly. This will be illustrated by an example
concerning a clustering problem in a warehouse system where several products have to be
grouped.

Example I The Original Vertex Substitution method.
Consider the product-order matrix P and the corresponding distance matrix D:
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looloo

P

-

0

1

1

3

3

I

0

2

4

4

1

2

0

2

2

3

4

2

0

4

4

2

4

0

0

0 0

1

0

0

1

0 0

1

0

1

I

0

1

1

1

1

~1

1

0 0

0

1

3

D :-

(4)

Suppose we want to cluster five products into three groups ( p-3). In this case the original
venex substitution method is executed as follows
Initialise subset V, by { 1,2,3 }.
2

Determine the A~ corresponding to each median:

A~ -{i ~ d;~ s d~ b' k E V, } and j E{ l, 2, 3}. Now the following holds:
A, -

{ 1}; j-1,

i-1: d„ s d,k, kE{ 1,2,3} ~ product 1 in group l;
i-2: d22 ~ dZ, ~ product 2 not in group 1;
i-3: d„ ~ d31 a product 3 not in group l;
i-4: d„ ~ d41, ~product 4 not in group 1;
i-5: ds,~ d„ ~ product 5 not in group 1.

[n an identical way, A~ is created for j-2 and j-3. This leads to
AZ{2};
Aj-

{3,4,5}

The total distance is

d, -~,;, v, ~;~ A~ d;~ - d„tdZZtd„td„tds, - 0 t 0 t 0 t 2 f 2- 4.
3 8r 4. Now select product 4( b-4), and calculate the contributions to the distance as follows.
Replace product 1 (j-1):
i-1

d„ is the 1" row minimum of D;(V,) (in this case the 5' 3 matrix consists of
the first three columns of D). Hence d„ s d,Z s d„ (case (c)) ~,e„ - 1.

i-2:

dZ, is not the 2"d row minimum of D;(V,) ~ Ze„ - 0;

i-3:

d„ is not the 3`d row minimum of D;(V,) ~ 3e„ - 0;

i-4.

d„ is not the 4~ row minimum of D;(V,) ~,e„ - 0;

i-5:

ds, is not the 5`s row minimum of D3(V,) ~ Se41 - 0;

The above leads to
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5
~41 - ~i--1

i~41 -

I'

Now replace product 2 (j - 2) in a similar mannec
e3~-ptltOfOf0-1;
Replacement of product 3(j - 3) gives.
o,3-0tOfl-2f1-0.

None of the replacements imply a reduction of the total distance (all contributions are
positive or zero)
7.

Now select product S Replacement leads to the following effects on the distance:
os, - l;
052 - l;
~53-0.

Again no replacement reduces the distance. A complete cycle is finished, and the subset
still contains products 1,2 and 3. We conclude that the initial solution equals the final
solution.
Group 1:- { 1},

median: product 1;

Group 2:- { 2},

median: product 2;

Group 3:- { 3, 4, S},

median: product 3

The corresponding distance equals four (d,-4).

IMPROVEMENTS ON THE ORIGINAL VERTEX SUBSTITUTION METHOD
The Adjusted Vertex Suhstitution (AVS) method
In this section we will show that in many cases the solution of the OVS method can be
improved. To achieve this improvement, the heuristic needs some adjustments. Steps 1 through
3 remain unmodified In step 4 the replacement effect of j for b on d, is calculated. In the
previous section we mentioned that only the i~ row contribution on the distance can be changed
if d;~ is the iN row minimum of D~(V~. Now we look again at the replacement effect of j(in V,)
for b( not in V,) on the distance. Suppose d;, is the i~ row minimum of L~(V ) and not d;; . If
d;n is smaller than d;, , replacing j for b does not change the i~ row contribution to the distance
resulting from the original method However, the distance does really decline with d;b - du. To
implement the above adjustment in the algorithm, we change step 4 as follows:
4.

For each vertex j ( in V,) substitute b(not in V,).
Consider du to be the i`" row minimum of DP(V~, or dv s d;r with kEV,.
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' If d;; is not the i~ row minimum of DP(V,), we distinquish two possibilities:
a) if d;b ~ d;, then no change appears in the i`s row contribution.

b) if d;b ~ du then ;ob~ - d;b - d;,
~` In case d;~ is the i~ row minimum of DP(V,), step 4 remains unchanged.
Calculate ob~ - ~,m, ;ob~ .
The rest of the algorithm remains the same. This means that a difference with the OVS method
arises if for a certain i the following holds
d;~ ~ d;~ n d;b ~ d;,,

with k E V,

(5)

To illustrate the above adjustment, we apply the AVS method to the same example solved
earlier. Remember that the total distance of the original heuristic was four.
Example 2 The Adjusted Vertex Substitution method.
The distance matrix is:
0

1

1

3

3

1

0

2 4

4

D :- 1

2

0 2

2

3

4

2 0

4

3

4

2

0

4

Once again we form V, given by { l, 2, 3}; the A~'s remain unchanged; and d, - 4.
3 Rc 4. S'elect proctucl 4(b - 4).
Replace product 1 Q- 1):

The mínima of row 1 through 5 of D;(V,) are: d,,, d22, d,,, d„ and ds,.
i-1:
i-2

(5) does not hold: d„ is the 1" row minimum of D3(V,) ~,o„ remains 1
(5) does not hold: dZ, is not the 2"`' row minimum of D, (V, ), but dZ, ~ d2Z ~
Zo„ remains 0.

i-3:

(5) does not hold: d31 is not the 3`d row minimum of D3(V,), but d„ ? d„ ~
,o„ remains 0.

i-4:

(5) holds: d„ is not the 4~ row minimum of D;(V,) and d,a ~ d43 ~

i-5

aoai - 0 - 2- -2.
(5) does not hold: ds, is not the 5~ row minimum of D,(V,), but dsa z d53 a
soo~ remains 0.
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The above leads to o„ -~;5, ;o„ -- 1 (instead of 1).
Then replace product 2 Q-2) in a similar manner. This gives
o„-0f1t0-Zt0--l.
Replacement of product 3(j - 3) gives:
od3-0tOfl-2t1-0.

Replacement of l by 4 in V, reduces the distance by 1
6.

Form V, -{ 2, 3, 4} and d2 - 3
Selecf product .i-

Replacement of products 2, 3 and 4 gives respectively: osZ - Q o53 - 0 and es, - 0
These figures are zero, so no changes are made.
A complete cycle is finished and V, has changed, so we start a new cycle with
V, - VZ and d,- dZ. This new cycle produces no further improvement; thus the final
result after 2 cycles is: V, -{ 2, 3, 4} with AZ -{ 1, 2}, A, -{ 3, 5} and A, -{ 4}. The
corresponding total distance is d, - 3.

Given the above example, we can see that the AVS method can find an improvement duríng the
procedure, in contrast with the OVS method. This leads to actual replacement of a mediaa The
OVS heuristic proceeds with the old subset. Therefore, not in all cases is the AVS method at
least as good as the OVS heuristic. A negative difference may occur in exceptional situations,
because the OVS method analyses other combinations of inedians than the AVS method, so it
may produce a(slightly) better solution In all test cases (see last section) this situation occured
only once, with a small difference in distance.
The Adjusted [~ertex Substitution method with Multiple starting points (AVS-M)
Example 2 showed that the adjustment in the algorithm indeed lead to the intended effect: the
solution was improved. However, studying this example closer we see after some calculations
that the solution is still a local optimum. Consider V, to be { 1, 4, 5}, then the total distance
equals two, which is the global optimum Using multiple different initial subsets can be an
adequate way to resolve this problem in many cases,
Obviously one of the major problems is the arbitrary choice of the initial subset. The basis is
once again the AVS method: initialise V, -{ 1,.. ,p} and apply the improvement heuristic. We
consider the solution to be the best solution so far (BEST); and we will see if this solution can
be improved by using another initial subset. In case p ~ m, obviously the first p vertices will not
- 11 -

span lEBm Therefore, we use the following initial subset: V, -{2, .., p t I} in the second iteration
ofthe algorithm. The AVS method is applied to this initial subset again. If the solution is better
than BEST, then BEST wíll be modified if not, BEST remains unchanged. This procedure is
repeated k times, with p} k- m t 1(n t I in case of facility Iocation problems). This way IItm
is spanned by the initial subsets. This procedure consequently produces a solution, which is as
good as or better than the solution of the AVS method.

Example 3. The Adjusted Vertex Substitution method with Multiple starting points.
Consider once more distance matrix D in equation (4).
Example 2 shows that the AVS method with initial subset V, -{ l, 2, 3} gives a
solution BEST - 3
An iteration of the algorithm with V, -{2, 3, 4} does not lead to an improvement.
Consequently, the initial subset is the final solution with d, - 3~ BEST. This means
that BEST will not be changed.

A final repetition ofthe algorithm with V, -{3, 4, 5} does lead to an improvement by
replacing product 3 by product 1: o„ --1. The total distance reduces to two and
BEST is modifiedBecause the AVS method is repeated k times with p t k- m t 1(or k- 3), the
procedure is now terminated and BEST represents the final distance. At last we have
reached the global optimum of this example with V, -{ 1, 4, 5}, with
A,- { 1, 2, 3 }
Aá {4}
A; {5}.
Comparison of vertez suhstitution methods
The examples showed that each adjustment of the algorithm lead to a better solution. Of course
the question is is the improvement structural or is distance matrix (4) an exception? Another
important question is what are the processing times and what level of improvement do they
introduce in general? This section will answer these questions by comparing the three heuristics
when running a large number of test cases generated by a Turbo-Pascal 7.0 program. The
computer used for this purpose is an Olivetti P 82 modulo M4.
The generated distance matrices are based on a binary matríx for warehouse and production
layout problems, and are based on non-binary matrices for facility location problems. These two
different groups of matrices give difierent results. Two factors are of great importance for the
performance of the heuristics. First, the number of vertices that must be clustered is relevant for
the execution time: if this number increases, the execution time will also increase. Second, the
number of clusters (p) is important for the level of the cos[s: if p increases, the corresponding
costs will decrease
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When the distance matrices are based on binary matrices, the size of the binary matrix is varied
between 5'S and 70~`70. For each test case we take three different values for p, Each size of the
binary matrix will be generated five times, and the vertex substitution methods will be applied
( l20 cases are tested) After computing the means, the results are given in Table 1 The
comparison is mainly based on the size of the matrix and on the value of p. The results are
shown in the 3"', 5~ and 7~ columns First, the results of the OVS method for each situation
(mean distance; mean execution time (in seconds)) are given; then the results are given for the
AVS heuristic and the AVS-M method respectively.
The table shows that the AVS method.yields a reduction between 2 and 4a~o for almost all cases
with respect to the OVS heuristic The AVS-M method improves the results of the AVS
heuristic, with respect to this group of distance matrices, by about la~o.
The execution time does seem to increase gradually when the value of p increases. The number
of actions to complete the procedure reaches its maximum at p- ml2 This can be illustrated by
an example in which IS products have to be clustered. If p- 5 then in each cycle ]0~`5 - 50
substitutions will be checked. If p- 6 this number is 6'9 - 54, if p- 7 then it is 7`8 - 56 and if
p- 8 then 8'7 - 56 replacements are examined. In general this means that the execution time
will increase if the value of p increases up to rrtr2. If this value exceeds rr~2, the execution time
of the heuristics will decrease

Table 1 shows that the required execution time for the AVS-M method in comparsion with the
other two heuristics does not increase significantly to make the method impractical. The largest
execution time among all test cases is 28.3 seconds. The magnitude of the execution time
obviously depends on the number of cycles that the algorithm needs to complete. More often the
AVS method will give beter results than the OVS method. Therefore, the termination of the
process occurs in most cases after more cycles. This explains the (small) difference in the
required execution times. For all test cases the OVS method reached its solution after at most
four cycles, and the AVS method needed at most five cycles.

Table 1

Matrix
;~ze

5'~

10 ' 10

p

2

3

(~omparison of the three vertex substitution
me[hods usin binar distance matrices

Results . Ex time
OVS

p

Results : Ex ume
OVti

AVS

AVS

AVS-M

A V S-M

4.6;0.00

3

~

40 ~ 40

5

5

5

46;000

22;0.00

1;0.00

232 : 0 00
220 ; 000

~

14.2 ; 0.00
140 ; 000

98 0; 0 00

272.0 ; 0.01
262.4;0.02

10

5

10

l5

41 1 8; 0.06

341.0 : 0.06
333 6; 0 09

41 I 6; 2.58

331 6; 2.45

190.2 ; 0.76

1904.6 ; 0 12
1853.4 ; 0 I~
1848 2. 1 1 34

23.2 ; Q03
23.2 ; 0.05
I41.0 ; 0.03
134.8;0.04
134 4; 0 64

430.8 ; 0.05

l0

10

7a3-8 ; 0.09
720.8 , 0 1 1

IS

719.2 ; ~.40
l0

1165.6 ; 0.13

1655.2 ; 0.20
1fi100 , 029
16062 ; 20-43

628-8 ; 0.12
610-8 ; 0 13
609 4; 6.33

15

I129.6 ; 0.22
I 127 8; 1 1.1 I
10

27.2 ; 0-00

IS

540 6; 0 03
~222 ; 0 04

1377.8 ; 0 06

15

19L6;0.0~

1324.6 ; Z43
5

197.0 , 0 03

8 2; 0-00
74 ; 000
7 4, 0-Ol

54 4; 0-02
~3 8; 0.14

1327.8 ; O.14

70' 70

56 2; 0 00

262.0 ; 0,76

887.0 ; O.U(i

7

13.8 ; Q01

864 R; 0-08
864 6; 4 97
6n ~ 60

4

1;000
I; 0.00

~20 4; 1 90
50 ~ 50

AVS
A VS-M

2.2 ; Q00

94 4; 0 00
94.0 ; O.19
30 ' 30

Results ;Ex time
OVS

4 6; 0 00

220 ; Q03
20 ' 20

24,OUO

p

1016.6 ; 0 15
983.0 ; 0.24
981.0 ; 12.67

IS

1472.2 ; 0 28
14246 ; 043
1422-8 ; 24 R0

With regard to the group of distance matrices based on non-binary matrices (facility location
problems), we observed a similar behaviour of the heuristics as shown in Table 2. The structure
of Table 2 is (ike Table 1. The elements are now randomly generated as follows: d~ round(random(2~`m)). This enlarged range shows that the improved heuristic results in much
better solution ( larger reductions in the distance) compared with the original heuristic. The
differences between the OVS and the AVS method vary between 0 and 30 "~o. The difference
between the AVS and the AVS-M method can increase to 15 "~o.

Table 2 Comparison of the three vertex substit:~tion methods
asinR non-binary based distance matrices
Ma[rix
size

10' S

p

2

Results; F.x.ume

p

OVS

Results ; Ex time
OVS

AVS

AVS

A V S-M

A V S-M

45-6 ; 0.00

3

45 2; Q00
44G , 000
20' I ~

30 ~ 26

40' 35

3

5

5

50 ' 45

~

60' ~5

5

12fi 6: 0 00

5

5

67.6 ; 0.00

1I16;010

656;010

191 0; 0 03

10

5

102.6 ; 0 03

153.4 ; 0 03

85.2 ; 0 03

I ~ 1 2; OA6

85 2; 0.50

371.8 ; 004

]0

163.6 ; 0-06

264 4; 0.04

127.2 ; 0.08

263.2 : 1 43

124.0 ; 1.90

548 6, 0.04
4366 ; 007

10

931 R; 007

AVS
A V S-M
4

258.8 ; 0.09
204.0 ; 0.10

405.0 ; 0.11

31-6 ; 0.00
30b ; 0.00
306 , 0.00

7

63.8 ; 0 00
49.4 ; 0.01
49.4; 010

I~

75 6; 0.02
681 ; 0.02
68 0; 0.28

l~

112.8 ; 0.07
84.0 ; 0.07
84.0 ; 1.47

IS

163.2 ; 0.07
133.4 ; 0.15
130 fi ; 4,89

15

248.4 ; 0.15

200.0 ; 4 81
10

677.0;0.10

291.4;0.17

178.4;0.32

G48.4 ; 5.90

276.2 ; 8J6

1752 ; 10 76

1217.0 : 0.1 1

10

952.6 ; 0.19
902.4 ; 10 16
70 ' 70

79b ; 0 00

1148 ; 000

Resul[s;Ex.time
OVS

33.8 ; 0.00
33.8 ; 0.00

421.8 ; 2.89

70' 6~

35-8 , 000

p

14I 1.0 ; 0 10

578.8 ; 0 18

15

410.6 ; 0.30
398.4 ; 17.94
]0

605 2; 0.21

344.2 ; 0.25
258.6 ; 0.42
253.6 ; 21.60

15

390 4; 0.22

IOOZ4 ; 0.16

435.0 ; 0.30

263 6; Q50

961 2: 12 70

414.8 ; 20 25

251.8 : 25.44

Comparison of the heurrstic and [he optimal solution
In the previous section we noticed that each adjustment in the algorithm introduced a significant
improvement in the solution. However, the remaining question is: what is the quality of the
solution in comparison with the optimal solution? We try to find out whether the heuristics can
provide a good alternative to the exact solution techniques, which are in many cases complex
and expensive ln the comparison only the AVS-M method will be considered because it is the
superior heuristic
Following the previous section, several random distance matrices are generated. We considered
10' 10 matrices and gradually enlarged the size. For each size we created five different distance
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matrices The optimal solutíon is found by using an optimisation program called OMPe . OMP
uses a branch 8c bound-technique to reach the exact solution It is common knowledge that this
method often encounters problems with (mixed) integer problems The extent of these problems
together with the performance of the heuristic in comparison with the optimal solution can be
found in Table 3. The table shows that the quality of the heuristic is exceptionally good. In only
one test case the solution was suboptimal The difference was 0.30~0. Furthermore, the required
execution time of OMP increases enormously, in contrast with the required execution time of
the heuristic [n case of the two last matrices of size 50 ' S0 (indicated by ít in the table), OMP
did not reach the optimal solution, even after 17 hours! The best solution then found was not
even close to the solution of the heuristic, which was reached in f5 5 seconds. Enlarging the
matrix size further gave even more insurmountable problems with the execution time.
Table 3 ('omparison ojthe A[!S-M method with the optimal solution

10' 10

20' 20

AVS-M

20 ; 0.0 s.

16 : 0.0 s1G , 2 s.

22 ; 0.0 s.

20 ; 2 s

1 I; 0-0 s
1 I, I s.

16 ; 0.0 s.

OMP

16 ; 2 s.

22 ; 2 s.

AVS-M

65 ; 0.1 s
65 ; 4 s.

73 ; 0.1 s.
73 ; 4 s.

6C ; 0.1 s
6l ; 3 s.

70 ; 0.1 s.
70 ; 3 s.

59 ; 0.1 s.

130 ; I.Os
130 ; 26 s.

14f ; 1.2s.

137 ; L4s.

141 ; I.ls.

14fi , 39 s.

137 ; 5 m.

141 ; 29 s.

131 ; 1.2s.
131 ; 48 s.

AVS-M
OMP

22G , 2 1s.

303 ; 2 7s

290 ; 2.8s.

249 ; 2.8s

261 ; 2.4s.

226 ; 16m.

303 , 1 I h.

290 ; 59m.

249 ; I 4h

261 ; 46m.

AVS-M

427 ;~.3s.

457 . 55s.

411 ; S.fis.

427 ; 4 7h.

455 . 52h

40l ; SSs.
401 . S 8h

444., S.Is.

OMI'

685' ; 17h

6G4' ; 17h.

OMP
30' 3(l

AVS-M
OMP

40' 40

50 ~` 50

59 ; 3 s-

It should be clear that the quality of the heuristic depends mainly on the size of the set of
possible medians (J). We learned that comparison with OMP with respect to large matrices is
impossible. Therefore, we reduced the value of m, and generated random 15 ' 80 distance
matrices, for which OMP can find a solution in short time. For 16 of such matrices the result of
the heuristic is compared with the optimal solution To check whether the required execution
time depends on the range of the elements, we divided these matrices into four groups. [n each
group the elements have different ranges: group 1: 0-15, group 2 0-160, group 3 0-400 and
group 4: 0-1000. The results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4 Comparison wilh regard to IS " 80 matrices
~~ a; {(1,16}

dy ~;0,160}

d,~ ~{0400}

AVS-M
OMP

2, 2J s
2; 5 s

4; 26 s

3; 25 s

4; I 1 s.

3, 7 s

AVS-M

112 ; 3 8 s

97 , 2 8 s

58 ; 29 s

OMP

I 12 ; 8 s.

97 ; 7 s.

58 ; 7 s

100 ; 2.9 s.
100 ; 9 s.

AVS-M

244 ; 2 5 s
244 ; 8 s

275 , 32 s
267 . 9 s

238 ; 3 4 s.

227 ; 2.9 s.

238 , 6 s.

227 ; 6 s

695 ; 2-8 ,695 , I I s

723 ; 2 7 s
723 . 8 s

534 ~, 3 1 s
534 ; 9 s

694 ; 2.9 s694 ; 10 s.

C)MP
d,~ c{0,1000}

AVS-M
UMl'

6; 2.6 s.
6; 9 s.

The different ranges of the elements of the distance matrix do not seem to influence the required
processing time significantly. In only one case the AVS-M heuristic produced a suboptimal
solution Table 4 shows that for set J, containing 80 elements, the heuristic also operates well.

APPLICATION OF THE AVS-M METHOD TO GROUP TECHNOLOGY (GT)
In the previous section the heuristics were tested on random matrices to answer the question:
can the AVS-M method provide a good alternative to a complex exact solution technique? In
this section we will examine whether the confirming answer will also apply to matrices found in
the literature. These cases are mostly based on GT-problems in production systems. Table 5
shows a set of examples with their characteristics.
Table 5: 7he se1 ofproblems
Number

Problem

Machines (m)

Yurts (n)

L

Chan 8r Milner9

IS

10

2

De Wrtte'o

12

19

3

Chandrasekharan 8r Ra a o alan"

8

20

4

IIurbid e"

16

43

5.

Carrie"

20

35

(,.

Chandrasekharan 8c Ra a o alan"

8

20

7

Kumar á. Vanelli"

30

45

8.

Askin'R

14

24

9

Viswanathan"

IO

12

ln these cases the matrices are binary machine-product matrices. Later on we shall see that
distance function (1) can be improved in case of GT-problems. Therefore, at first we consider
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these problems to be product-order matrices. For each problem we vary the value of p five
times This implies that 40 comparisons are made For all cases the AVS-M method found the
optimal solution.

Originally the problems in Table 5 belong to the Group Technology problems. [n practice this
important group of clustering problems has often to be solved, to assign products to machine
cells (yet to be formed) in such a way that within a machine cell as few as possible machines are
idle (voids) and as few as possible products need to be processed outside a machine cell
(exceptions) This can be visualised as follows: rearrange the rows of the machine-product
matrix in such a manner that the rows corresponding to machines within one cell succeed each
other Then rearrange the columns in such a way that the columns corresponding to those
products that are allocated to one cell, succeed each other too- In this way so-called diagonal
blocks are developed. The number of voids equals the number of zeros within the blocks, and
the number of exceptions equals the number of ones ouside the blocks,
On the basis of this diagonal assignment the quality of different heuristics can be compared with
each other. In general this is done with the help of grouping efficiency. An increasing coefficient
implies a better quality of the clustering. Kerr 8c Balakrishnan1e applied their Spreadsheet Cell
Formation Algorithm (SCFA) to the first eight problems in Table 5. They used the following
grouping efficiency measure:

ei -

~n'
f''~)' - l

t

~'
ni t no'

(6)

where n, denotes the number of ones within the diagonal blocks, and n„ is the number of ones
outside the diagonal blocks (exceptions). P; and Q; represent the number of products and the
number of machines in cell i respectively This grouping efficiency measure clearly emphasises
maximising the number of ones within the blocks. Minimising the number of voids is of
secondary importance, The term ~?, P;Q; implies that in most cases an equal partitioning of
machines and products in cells leads to a higher grouping efficiency.
If minimising the number of voids also has priority, then other grouping efficiency measures are
available. Chandrasekharan 8z Rajagopalan" use grouping efficiency measure:
eZ - y.

ni

t (1-q) ~

P

mn - ~ P~Q~
,i
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, -1 sez~ 1

where q is the weighting factor that enables the analyst to alter the emphasis between intercell
movement Even if q- 0 5, the number of voids is more important than if ineasure ( 6) is used
To reach a higher grouping efficiency, distance function (1) is no longer used We now want to
minimise the number of voids and exceptions Therefore, each element of the distance matrix is
set to 2` n and like Viswanathan" the following distance function is used:
d~~ -~k~t r(P~ , Pi~ , with I' (Pm , P;t) --2 if p;r - p;k - 1;

} l if Pa ~ P;k;
0, otherwise.

( 8)

If p;r - p~ - 1 then product k is processed on machines i and j If they are placed in one machine
cell, this means that two ones appear in a diagonal block If p;r ~~k and machine i and j are
placed together in one cell, then a void or an exception occurs.
On the basis of such a distance matrix the AVS-M method will cluster the machines. Comparing
this heuristic with the SCFA procedure requires the use of grouping efficier.cy measure (6).
Therefore we assign the products to the machíne cells as follows. Given the number of
operations in each cell for each product, the product will be assigned to the cell in which this
number is the largest. If a choice between two cells occurs, assign the product to the cell with
the smallest number of machines in it. If gruuping efficiency measure (7) is used, we proceed
with checking for each product whether the sum of voids and exceptions can be reduced by
assigning it to another cell. This situation can occur if the reassignment leads to a larger
reduction of the number of voids than the increase in the number of exceptions.
The difference of both assignment methods can be illustrated well by the example of
Viswanathan". In this situation we consider ten machines and twelve products. Of course the
heuristic gives the same machine cells in both cases ( which is the same cell partition as in
Viswanathan"). If the products are assigned to the machine cells on the basis of ( 6), we want to
minim~ze rro. The procedure described above gíves ~; , P;Q; - 51, n, -34 and rro - 7. This leads to
e, - 0 496 and eZ-O, 783. If products are allocated to the machine cells on the basis of grouping
efiiciency measure ( 7), we are also interested in the number of voids. The process described
above gives ~', P;Q; - 49, n,-33 and no 8. This leads to e, - 0.492 and eZ - 0.788. This shows
that the assignment of products to the machine cells depends on the characteristics of the
grouping efficiency measure.
The whole process is applied to the problems in Table 5 The results are shown in appendix l,
with the grouping efficiencies of the SCFA displayed in brackets. From this table we quickly see
that in all cases the AVS-M method gives a grouping efficiency measure that is at least as big as
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the corresponding grouping efiiciency of the SCFA.

CONCLL?SIONS
For facilities design we distinguished three different categories of clustering problems: (1)
facility location problems, (2) clustering problems concerning warehouse, and (3) concerning
production layout These problems can be formulated as p-median clustering problems- Exact
solution techniques are available, but in many cases the required execution time of these
methods may increase dramatically. Therefore, the use of heuristics is necessary in these cases.
One of those heuristics is the vertex substitution method developed by Teitz ~ Bart'. We
proposed an adjustment that improves the quality of the heuristic substantially. If this whole
procedure is repeated with another initial subset each time, the quality may increase once again.
From the comparison with the optimal solution we conclude that in particular the adjusted
vertex substitution method with multiple starting points gives exceptionally good results. In
addition the processing time is polynomia!. Another advantage of vertex substitution methods is
that they are applicable to different problems, such as storage assignment in warehousing,
assignment of locations in a distribution network or in constructing production cells. On the
contrary, many specific heuristics for GT can only be used in specific situations.

Our investigation into the quality of the AVS method and the AVS-M method has proved that
the latter heuristic is exceptionally good; in a large number of situations it turned out to be
optimal
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APPENDIX 1: OUTPi1T WITH RESPECT TO 9 GT PROBLEMS

Numbcr

Gr Eff

of

AVS-M

clusters

(SCFA)

Problem

I

2

3

l

1,7,10

2,~,8

3,4,6,9

e,-Q92

2,7,10,11,12

3,5,8,13,15

1,4,6,14

(e ~.92)

2,3,4,5,

1,6,7,8,

12,13,14,

e,-0.43

18,19

9,1Q11

15,16,17

(e,-036)

1,2,7

3,4,5,6,8,9

l0,ll,12

Parts
Mach

2.

Parts
Mach.
Parts
Mach.

4

5

12,13,14,15,

1,2,3,4,5,6,

e,-0.46

16,17,18,19

7,8,9,1(l,ll

(e~-0.45)

7, I0,1 1, I 2

I,2, 3,4,5,6,
8,9

3

Paris
Mach.

4

Parts

i,5,i0,i2,i5

3,4,6,i,

e,-085

18,20

2,8,9,ii,i3,
14,16,17,19

5,6

2,4,7,8

l,3

I,12,13,25,

2,4,7,10,18,2

6,17,34,35,

3,20,22,24,

5,8,9,11,

e~-0.42

2631,39

8,32,37,38,4

36

27,30

14,15,1fi,

(e,-0.40)

(e~-0.85)

19,21,23,

0;42

29,33,4 I ,43
Mach.
5

Parts

Mach
G

Parts

3,14

11,12,13

2,7,10,12,

1,3,~,15,17,

8,14,16,19,

c,-0.75

13,18,24,

2Q23,25,29

22,26,34

(e~-0.75)

1,3,7,8,17

5,6,9,1Q20

7,10

1,2,6,9,1fi

4,6,9,11,22,
28,3Q32,33,
35

27,31

11,12,15,16,19

2,4,13,14,18

1,2,3,4,9,10,

5,6,7,8,11,
12, I 3, I fi,17,

14, I 5, I 8

4,5,8,15

e~ - 0.48
(e~-0.48)

I 9,20
Mach.
7.

Parts

1,2,4,8

3,5,6,7

ï,8,9,14,15,

1,3,13,21,

4,6,18,19,

5,16,17,27,

2,10,11,12,

e~-037

24,25,28,29,35

22,30

26,37,38

34,36

20,23,31,

(' )

32,33,39,
Mach

4,8,27,28

9,19,20,29,

6,13,14,15,

30

16,24,25

5,7,17,18,

40,41

26

1,2,3,10,
l I,12,21,
22,23
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PruMcm
8

Parts

I
7,H,9,18

2
4,~,21,24

Numbcr

Gr. Eff

of

AVS-M

clustcrs

(SCFA)

3

4

1,6,10,11,

2,3,17,19,

12,13,14,

2Q23

S
-r~~6~
.

I 5,1 G.22
1,12.13

2,3,10,11

I,(,1(1,11,

2,3,4,~,7,R,9,

e,-0.33

12,13,14,15,

17,18,1),

(' 1

16,22

20,21,23,24

Mach

6,8,'),14

1,2,3,4,~,7,

Parts

4,S,G,7,8,

Mach
Yarts

Ci,2i,9,14

4,5,7

10,11,12,13
9

1,2,3

9

d,5,9

2,3

10,1 1,12
Mach

l,C.,7,A,10

c, - USu
(' )

" Due to the lack of data the grouping efficiency of the SCFA could not be calculated.

No.

Author(s)

Title

9661

U. Gncczy and J. Potters

An Esperiment on Risk Taking and Evaluation Periods

9662

H.J. Biercns

Nonparametric Nonlinear Co-Trending Analysis,
Application to Interest and Inílation in the U.S.

9GG3

J.P.C. Blanc

Optimization of Pcriodic Polling Systems with Non-Preemptive,
Time-Limited Sen~ice

9GG4

M.J. Lec

A Root-N Consistent Semiparametric Estimator for Fiaed Effect
Binary Response Panel Data

9G(~

C. Fcrnández, J. Osie~calski
and M.F.1. Steel

Robust Bayesian ]nfercnce on Scale Parameters

9GGG

X. Han and H. Webcrs

A Comment on Shaked and Sutton's Model of Vertical Product
Diffcrentiation

9G67

R. Kollmann

The Eschange Rate in a Dynamic-Optimizing Current Account
Model with Nominal Rigiditics: A Quantitative Investigation

9GG8

R.C.H. Chcng and
J.P.C. Kleijncn

Improved Dcsign of Queueing Simulation Experiments wilh
Highly Heteroscedastic Responses

9GC9

E.van Heck and
P.M.A. Ribbcrs

Economic Effects of Electronic Markets

9G70

F.Y. Kwnah

The Effect of Monetary Policy on Eschange Rates: How to Solve
the Puzzles

9G71

J.Jansen

On thc First Entrance Time Distribution of the M7DIW Queue: a
Combinatorial Approach

9G72

Y.H. Farzin, K.J.M. Huisman
and P.M. Kort

Optimal Timing of Technology Adoption

9G73

J.R. Magnus and
F.J.G.M. Klaassen

Testing Some Common Tennis Hypotheses: Four Years at
Wimblcdon

9G74

J. Fidrniuc

Political Sustainability of Economic Refonns: Dynamics and
Analysis of Rcgional Economic Factors

9G7i

M. Das mid A. can Socst

A Pancl Data Modcl for Subjective Infomiation on Household
Incomc Gro~~th

9G76

A.M. Lcjour and
H.A.A. Verbon

Fiscal Policies and Endogenous Growth in Integrated Capital
Markets

9677

B. van Aarlc and
S.-E. Hougaard Jcnsen

Output Stabilization in EMU: Is There a Case for an EFTS?

9678

Th.E. Nijman, F.A. de Roon
and C.Vcld

Pricing Temi Structure Risk in Futures Marke[s
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